s Named for the eponymous Scottish garb, the Kilt chair was designed for Ethimo by Marcello Ziliani as a woven band of rope stretched

over a teak frame. Available in natural or pickled teak, paired with sand-hued or gray rope; a coffee table is also on offer. ethimo.com
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FUN IN THE SUN
The latest finds make outdoor living a breeze
Text by JULIE SANDERS
s The Sunset collection of chaises/lounge chairs, a
collaboration between Roche Bobois and The Rockwell
Group, brings streamlined, modern style outdoors. Designed
to easily convert from lounger to sofa with a detachable back
frame, pieces in the collection boast a range of headrest
positions and interchangeable cushions. Available in blue
(pictured), bronze or white. roche-bobois.com

s French outdoor-furniture company Sifas has introduced
a new floor lamp made of woven polyester fiber-coated in
water-resistant PVC. The 45-inch-tall lamp, which sits atop
slender lacquered-aluminum legs, is available in blue, gray
or brown. A rechargeable LED bulb is protected within a
frosted-glass globe. sifas.com

s Sunbrella’s Dimension Collection features a mix of flat
and jacquard weaves in nine distinctive patterns and a range
of textures. Suitable for cushions and upholstery, the line is
made with the brand’s signature durable, weather-resistant
fabric. Pictured: Array in the Sangria and Calypso colorways.
sunbrella.com
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t Designed by Kettal Studio, the Dots
Collection indoor-outdoor lamp features an
adjustable aluminum structure, an LED bulb
and a waterproof switch. Available in 30 color
options, as a floor lamp with a circular base or
a planter lamp (pictured) that can be fastened
to the ground. kettal.com

s Arper’s chic Pix collection of ottomans is now available for outdoor
use. A waterproof polyurethane membrane protects the foam interior;
choose from a line of durable, fast-drying polyester fabric covers in an
array of bold hues. The ottomans come in one-, two- and three-seat
sizes; five-seaters can be ordered. arper.com

Based on a 1965 design by Michel Ducaroy, the
modular Saparella is an indoor-outdoor collection
of chairs with convex and concave profiles that
can stand alone or be linked together to form a
settee via a concealed, stainless-steel mechanism.
Constructed with polyurethane Bultex foam covered
in water-resistant fabric. ligneroset-dc.com
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s Geoluxe’s newly released Calacatta Gluxe is a marble-look engineered surface

characterized by vivid gray veining and a pure-white background. Formulated for
indoor-outdoor use, the product is scorch-, stain-, heat- and UV-resistant; the
veins run throughout each slab, eliminating the need for mitering. geoluxe.com

s Part of Patricia Urquiola’s Anatra Collection for
JANUS et Cie, the Anatra Dining Table Round 130
combines an aluminum frame with stainless-steel
hardware and nylon glides. Available in Cadet and
Oxford finishes and a Carrara marble or ceramic top.
Pictured here: an Oxford base topped with marble.
janusetcie.com
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s The clean-lined Flet outdoor-seating collection from Room & Board

includes chairs and ottomans crafted of woven polypropylene
rope that’s soft, durable and UV-resistant. Cushions are made of quickdrying foam and covered in Sunbrella fabric for easy maintenance.
roomandboard.com
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s Tuuci’s Eclipse Cabana conjures an airy outdoor living room. Its powder-coated aluminum frame supports roof and wall slats that come in a powder-coated

or wood-look finish. A retractable Roman shade is made of a durable, UV-resistant mesh fabric and is available in six colors. tuuci.com

s A common sight in 19th-century France, Bac a Oranger planters displayed

citrus trees and topiary, often flanking grand entrances in stately style.
Authentic Provence has recreated these planters out of wood-look aluminum.
Available in four sizes and 12 colors, with French finials and optional
brass rings. authenticprovence.com
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s Dedon has debuted two limited-edition color and material
combinations for its popular MBrace seating collection, designed
by Sebastian Herkner. Carrara and Marrone are woven out of
handmade maritime rope from Italy and engineered fiber by
Dedon to create a fresh look. dedon.com n

